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Rosetta LeClair asked to come and view the' flag.

(Myrtle telling Saul who

she wants to give7 away to. Peggy Jenkiris, you'_re asked to come and shake7
• hands with Harry Bates, one of the pallbearers of the flag. Marie Old Crow
(Saul directs people where to come as they near the stand.) Kate Osage,
you're asked to come and acknowledge some gifts in honor of Tommy Howling
Buffalo. -A
Mrst Old Crow, (called again)
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"Eva Old Crow.4
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Margaret Cedar Tree, you're wanted here.
The lady ther that's on this end" on the first row, you're wanted over h e r e — *
Gloria—-If Margaret isn't here, would someone please come and acknowledge
this for her. (Pause)
The next number is for Harry Black, son of Mary Medicine Elk. At this time
there's a special for that flag. Who was honored during the time of the
burial the flag.was laid upon his casket--Harry Black. When this boy was in
the service at Fort Leonard Wood an accident occurred during th.e maneuvers —
the car must have turned over on.the boy, and his life while he was in the
service. And he was awarded the American .'flag on his casket, the one that's
being used this afternoon- at this time it's at half-mast.
(Drum\begins and song) >
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Now thi,s a picture of the pby that lost his life during the service. Let us
everyone arise, please.*. (Song is sung. Don't remember if family danced around or not—probably did, carrying picture.)
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Saul: Sopnie Limpy, asked to-come and view the picture of Harry Black, who
gave his life during the time of his service at Fort Leonard Wood. An accident occurred during maneuvers—a car fell"on;him. He lost his life during
the .service for the maintainance of that flag that's be&ig 'displayed this
/
:/
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afternoon. It was. ^awarded at the time of his life being lost. * If
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